
July 5, 2019

Dear Rope Skipping Community,

Friends of Rope Skipping International Rope Skipping Federation is now an official, registered organization that 
strives to truly unify the sport.  Below is a chart that shows the problems that IJRU has created within countries 
and continents by excluding federations, teams, and athletes. What they are doing is illegal and we do not 
accept it. The 2020 FORS World Championships in partnership with the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU). This 
organization worked closely with the Olympic movement to prepare athletes for the Olympic Games.  Please 
review the information below and get in touch. We urge all countries to begin communication with us at 
friendsofropeskipping@gmail.com.   

South Africa

India

Country / 
Continent

Action by WJR / IJRU 

WJR/IJRU chose the other Federation over the SAJRF and refused us observer status. 
The worse was that FISAC-IRSF (which we were a member of) did not even bother 
ensuring that we would be included even when we asked what their plan was for us. 
They didn’t respond.

FISAC-IRSF suspended Indian federation because of a dispute within the organization. 
Later the organization was divided further with IRSF and RSFI. FISAC-IRSF did not give 
affiliation to any of the organizations. When we asked FISAC-IRSF to allow a united team 
for World Championship, FISAC-IRSF refused us but invited WJRF affiliated federation 
from India to participate.  Why did FISAC-IRSF invite WJR’s organization but not their 
own? Is it justified to refuse its own skippers?

India is affiliated with FISAC-IRSF since 2003 and hosted continental championship 
when no one wanted to host.  We gave an open offer to host Asian tournaments 
whenever there is no host in Asia. We introduced 4/5 new countries in Asia and served 
as a President in Asia and Vice President FISAC-IRSF.

FISAC-IRSF / IJRU never mediated, never discussed, and never consulted anyone in 
India. The intention is very clear, eliminate all those who may speak against the merger, 
though we invited other organizations to start conversation to merge all organizations 
in India.

COUNTRIES / CONTINENTS DIVIDED BY IJRU

Singapore In Singapore, the current FISAC & ARSF member (Rope Skipping Association Singapore) 
was not selected because it did not have non-profit status at the time that the 
application was submitted. FISAC & ARSF also dismissed the eligibility of Rope Skipping 
Association Singapore to be granted a full membership in 2019 - not following the 
Bylaws of FISAC & ARSF. Singapore also raised concerns regarding a harassment 
encounter towards their athletes by the president of JRFS (the chosen NGB for 
Singapore by IJRU). This concern was dismissed casually, and no further investigation 
took place. Singapore wants leadership and an organization that practices integrity and 
transparency. Decisions of IJRU have le" the athletes and coaches disheartened.



WJR/IJRU formed its own Asia Federation.  Excluded members of original federation.

All countries are required to use WJR/IJRU rules for local and national tournaments.  
International federation can’t dictate individual countries rules for local and national 
tournaments.

In Russian Federation the situation looks like a political choice made by IJRU. The 
matter is that so called Board of IJRU did not investigate the real situation in Russia 
regarding up to date development of rope skipping in the country. They just listened 
to their member in WJR and instead of what we had proposed from our side in 
Memorandum (join together, make a new one federation in Russia atc/) IJRU made a 
decision to appoint WJR people  to be the National representative in IJRU. This is 
against our Law of Sport!
What we are in details:

1. We are member of ERSO and FISAC-IRSF
2. All russian non profit multi sport federation having in our By laws rope 

skipping. Our opponent has only regional federation.
3. We are a member of the Committee of non Olympic and National Sport of 

Russia.  We are a member of School Sport Russia.
4. We have an agreement with RUSADA - Antidoping Agency of Russia (Member 

of WADA)
5. Sport issues:
     • more than 20 competitions in a year
     • 1340 athletes
     • 33 clubs

Founding Federation of Rope Skipping Sport in Kazakhstan in 2015 joined FISAC-IRSF 
on behalf of country. 
Included Rope Skipping into official list of sports (through Ministry of Sports), This 
federation provided first trainings for coaches and athletes.  Applied to IJRU for 
membership and was refused. Membership given to another person – not even sure 
that this is a properly formed organization. IJRU would not listen to founding 
federation. 

WJR/IJRF formed its own national organization to replace USAJRF.  WJR/IJRU refused 
to use neutral mediation to select national governing body.  
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IJRU has NOT united the sport of rope skipping. Instead, it continues to divide. Will your country be next?

Please join us at the World Championships 2020 in partnership with AAU Junior Olympics. Everyone is 
welcome to attend! There is NO division with this competition – only unity! To learn more, visit 
www.friendsofropeskipping.com.

Sincerely,
Friends of Rope Skipping International Rope Skipping Federation 
Interim Chairman, Paul Feicura  

WJR / IJRU came to Africa where there was an already existing continental federation 
and decided that they will form another one just because the current one questioned 
their ways!!!  How is that unity!

IJRU formed its own Asian Federation.  Continues to exclude those in the original 
federation.

Africa

Asia

Country / 
Continent

Action by WJR / IJRU 
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COUNTRIES EXCLUDED OR DIVIDED BY IJRU VS FORS

South African Jump Rope Federation, Sandile Ntombela  
Indian Rope Skipping Federation, Harpal Singh Flora 
Rope Skipping Association Singapore, Raudah Abdullah
Korean Rope Skipping Federation (South Korea), Susan Kim
Russian Sport Choreography Federation, Andrey Kokoulin 

Kyrgyzstan Rope Skipping Federation, Tatiana Kuznetsova 
Modern and Sport Dance Federation (Kazakhstan), Aliya 
Tussupbekova
United States Amateur Jump Rope Federation, Pam Evans 


